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Wildcats Whip Whitworth For No. 9,
Win Third Conference Championshipl
c .....p l l §
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Season Record ,Of !fins
Best In :Centrals History

·~ l

Central 's undefeated and natioally ranked Wildcats are the
1963 Evergreen Conference football champions.
. By virtue of their 20-7 victory over Whitworth last Saturday,
the Wildcats claimed possession of the title for the third time
since the loop was formed in 1948.
The win also gave the Wildcats a 9-0 record for the season, the first time in the college's history that a football
team has won that number of
games in a single season . The
New library hours have been last undefeated season was in
set . up for the rest of fall 1931 when coach Leo Nicholson
quarter and will c o n t i n u e guided the Cats to a 7-0 mark.
thr9ugh winter quarter on an
After an uneventful first
experimental basis, John Allen,
quarter, in whic h both teams
acting director of libraries, said.
batt led on even terms, the
They are, Monday through
Wi ldcats broke the game open
Friday, 7:50 a. m. to 10 p.m.;
wit h touchdowns in the secSaturdays, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. ;
ond, third, and fourth quart·
and Sundays, 2 p. m. to 10 p.m.
ers.
This means that Friday and
Following a pass interception
Saturday service will be extended five hours each. There by senior end Art Ellis on the
will be no orofessional staffing Central 42 yard line late in
during the extended hours, and the second stanza, the Cats
thus reference service will not marched 58 yards in 13 plays
be available, Allen stated.
. for their touchdown. The big
However , all facilities except gainer of the drive was a 27
audio-visual will be available yard scamper by halfback Billy
under superv1s10n of exper- Ishida on a pitchout around
right end, carrying the ball to
ienced student assistants .
the
Pirate 27. From that point
Phonorecord listening will be
scheduled additionally Friday Ishida and fullback Keith Paine
evenings between 7 and 9 p.m., gained most of the yardage on
short gains, moving the pigskin
Allen said.
The increased hours were to the Whitworth three, where
recommended simultaneouly by quarterback Gary Luft went ovconcerned faculty members and er on a keeper play around
by SGA, and are made pos- left end. 2:52 remained in the
sible by diversion of funds by quarter when fullback Joel Barthe administration to finance nell added the seventh point.
Central scored in the third
the program, Allen stated.
quarter following a WhitNow in effect is a 10 cent
worth punt, which Ishida
fine on all overdue materials.
picked up on the Central 39
Fines will be 10 cents per hour
and returned to the Wildcat
on reserve materials, and 10
42. The Cats moved the, ball
cents per day on books, maga58 yards again, in 11 plays,
zines, pamphlets and all other
with quarterback Phil Fitterer
library materials, he concluded.

Library Hours

Now Extended

/

• il'~.
'ANTIGONE' PLAYCAST MEMBERS ,relax after many long hours of rehearsal preceding
the first performance of the play on Thursday night. The play will run tonight and tomorrow
night. Members are ( L-R) Bill Stevens, Pat · Allen, Linda Fa.rringtori, Paf 'Pettit, Roger Sullivan, William Bauer, Cam Hopkins, Tarry Lindquist, John Cramer and George Colby.
-(Photo by Martin Lentz)

Final Showing Of 'A.ntigone'
Slated For Tomorrow Night

Ta Ik Set For Sunday

An introduction to L o u i s
Bunuel's film , "The Strange
Passion", will be held in the
CUB Lounge at 6:30 p. m.
Sunday, Nov. 24, Rev . Don
Cramer, director of the United
Campus Christian Ministry said
today.
"We will atempt to · give the ##########################.,..,..,..
viewer an idea of what he will . Holiday Mea.ls Slated
find which is the story of a
Co.mmons hours for Thurspathologically jealous man who
day, Friday andi Saturday of
verges on in this film para- - · Thanksgiving vacation are:
noia, " he said.
Breakfast.......- .... 8:30-9 a.m.
The film will be shown at
Lunch __________ ....12-12:30 p.m.
7 p. m. in the college audiDinner _: ______ -~------5-5:30 p.m.
torium. A student faculty disSunday brun.c h 12-12:30 p.m.
. cussion will follow in the CUB
Sunday dinner ....4:45-6 p.m.
lounge, he concluded.

" Antigone," an adaptation of the Greek tragedy by Sophocles,
will conclude a four-day run tomorrow night with its performance
at 8:15 at McConnell auditorium, according to Milo Smith, assistant professor of speech and drama and play director.
" The reason for the unusually long run is because of the increased enrollment. It will give
Allen; Haemon, Roger Sullias many students as are intervan; Guard, John Cramer;
ested a chance to see 'AntiMessenger, William Bauer
gone ,' " Smith said.
and Chorus, George Colby.
The play, written and pro·
Miss Farrington doubles as
duced in · 1943 in occupied
~ssistant director and Cramer_
F.rance by Jean Anouilh, was
as stage manager.
designed to encourage the ·
Mrs. Lindquist, a former CenFrench people to see the faltralite, now doing graduate
lacy of the Nazi "New Order"
which was in control at . that i work, has done previous stage
time . .· It also 'Point~d out tf:!e , work under Smith and was a
idea . that the people must · "natural " for the lead role, disacrifice . their . own . pleasures .- rector Smith said.
to win against the. state, ac· Stevens is a transfer student
cording . to the diredor.
from Everett Junior College.
" Anouilh was· writing under While there, he played the lead
the control of Nazi censors so in " Bus Stop" and worked on
he shaped the · play to offer the stage crew, according to
different meanings to the peo· the Central drama coach.
ples of different factions,"
" Antigone is a very popular
Smith continued. " To do this, among colleges and universities
he gave both Creon, the king today because it deals with inwho represented the infallibil· quiry and timeless values. The
ity of the state, and Antigone , central idea pertains not just
who , in effect , represented Free to city in 600 B.C. but to all
France, strong roles. Both won people for all time,'' Smith cona nd at the same time, lost. " tinued.
This allowed the censor to· see
The American production
what he wanted and the French
reached Broadway Feb. 18,
people to see what they wanted
1946, after Miss Katharine
in the play. This is true among
Cornell had seen the, French
the people who see it today,
ver,sion and decided that CorSmith said.
nell & McCiintic Productions,
Inc. s hou ld buy the American
The cast of ten includes:
rights to the play.
Antigone, Tarry Lindquist;
Miss Cornell and Sir Cedric
Creon, Bill Stevens; Eurydice, Linda Fa rrington; Is- · Hardwicke played the lead roles
in the Broadway version.
mene, Pat Pettit; Nurse, Pat

throwing to halfback J a c k
Curtright for the final 13
yards on a fourth and goal
situation.
Curtright broke
down the right side of the
field and cut into the, right
corner of the end zone to receive the - perfectly thrown
ball.

The attempted kick for the
PAT was wide to the right, and
the scoreboard showed 9:28 remaining in the quarter.
The big play of the drive was
a 33 yard pass from Fitterer
to junior end Gordon Stenerson, who was driven out of
bounds on the Whitworth eight.
Following a Central off side
penalty; moving the ball back
to the 13 and three incompleted
passes, Fitterer hit Curtright.
The final Central score
came on the opening play of
the final quarter on another
pass from Fitterer to Curt·
right, covering 35 yards.

a

WHO NEEDS AN INTERCOM? - Not the girls 'in the Kamola apartments. Their intercom-doorbell system consists of
a large pan and a striker inscribed . with the number of gongs
for each girl . (Photo by Doug Anderson)

On the final play of the third
quarter, Jay Lane punted to
the Whitworth 23, halfback Larry LaBrie picked it up and returned to the Pirate 35, where
he fumbled , and Mark Lawrence
picked up the loose ball for the
Cats.
On the first play, Curtright
raced down the right side of
the field and cut into the endzone to receive the pass.
Keith Paine added the extra
(Continued on Page 8)
I
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Risks rNeeded lf S.G.A.
To Fill Leader's Role

.
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College Display-s
Faculty Talents

Excuses Draw Attack

Liberty And Necessity

Dear Editor :
Central's football team deserves
congratulations for a
Faculty members performing
job well done ; SGA should
within
their
talent
capacities
The action of SGA council last Monday night was
be admired for its enthusiwill be spot-lighted on the stage .
most gratfiying. While I agree with the stand taken by
asm, ingenuity, and perseverof McConnell adutiroium durence in overcoming bureaumembers Callow and Talbert (which was generally acing the evening's of Jan. 10
cratic inertia ; and those stucepted by the majority of the council) that SGA funds
and 11.
dents who rode the train to
are serious business and should not be used without prior
The proceeds of this faculty
·Spokane, are to be envied for
sanction, I could not condemn an executive group which
talent show, according to Linda
their good fortune in having
has acted with the utmost of responsibility for almost two
Mahler, SGA secretary, will be
the chance to choose, having
quarte rs.
the kick-off on a vast campaign
chosen to go, and having not
This was one of those situations which arise within
to reach $1800 to purchase
chosen in vain. What greater
carillons by spring quarter.
the course of a year that we expect a student leader to
r e w a r d than the "$3.60
The alumni committee has dohandle, whether "it be big name entertainment, speakers,
chance - in-a-lifetime" which
nated
$1000
with
the
stioulation
etc. In this case the executives unfortunately decide'd
became a winner and not a
that the carillons be in by then.
wrong and lost approxima te ly $I , 1 00; I cannot help but
cropper? Yet it is in the naDances, held Jan. 10 and 11,
wonder if ' they' v;ould have been hailed . as financial genture of things that to have
and
various other activities to
winners there must also be
iuses had they broken even or m ade money.
be named in the near future
losers. And since this is th~
All things con sidered however, this money cannot
will also support the campaign.
morning-after, perhaps it is
be c halked up as a loss. It marks a b eginning of a new
not
. out of place to reflect on
area in which SCA can move with more long range plan- .
the CUB bulletin board. Camwhat we have fost.
riing, it provided thousands of dollars worth of good pubpus communications are efIn the excitement and enlicity for the college, and it offered an o pportunity for the
fective only if students and
thusiasm of selling train tickSGA to serve over 400 students who might not have othfaculty read such communiets for the game a girl was
erwise been a llowed to see the game.
cations. Will all communicaleft the solitary responsibility
'
The execu tives are not to be damned; they d eserve
tion bulletins have to be plastof moderating for over an
to be c ommended for having the guts to take a chance.
ered on lavatory doors before
hour a discussion group inWere it not for su c h c hances, life would prove very borpeople notice them?
volving twenty-five students.
ing indeed.
As originally planned, three
MIKE KYSAR
other students were to share
with her this responsibility.
Ironically, the topic discussed
was "Are We Free?" I can
only suppose that those who
chose to serve the greater
community by working on the
The game at Spokane ' s Albi Stadium and the assosale of train t ickets, freely
ciated SGA tra in trip provided a great deal of excitechose to have the girl stan_d
ment last Saturday. But the thing that impressed me
alone. This is only a single
more than the team, or the band, or the intensity of the isolated "incident. " But most
support, was the fine example of leadership displayed by
problems of individual responsibility have a habit of being
Jim Mattis.
single isolated " incidents."
In spite of t h e fact that I inay be attacked for writIn view of the heightened exing this editorial on the gro~nds that Mattis is a personal
citement, it would be impertfriend, I think his action deserves commendation. Thus
inent of me to explore the
I welcome any small part I can play in passing out laurels ·
choice made by students reto him.
garding their individual reAt half time a dangerous situation arose when a group
sponsibility to their classes,
of Ceritral supporters and a group of Whitworth supporters
their parents, and their fuengaged · in a small scale war in t he middle of the field.
tures. But surely, is it not
Mattis, realizing the high tension, generated by the game on
relevant?
both sides of the field ; immediately went down on the field .
Some of my colleagues,
and ordered the Central stud e nts back into the stands.
whom I hold in great esteem,
have become increasingly exIn doing so h e placed himself in a danger~us situation.
cited
over the prospects of a
Had a full -scale riot broken o ut h e would have quite probwinning football team. Winably been physiczJly attacked; as .it was he came n ear enough
ning, of course, 'is infectious
to su c h an attack.' But h e left no doubt in the minds of the
and even teachers are :lot
s tudents involved that he was in · comma nd of the situation
immune. But is it not ap~nd the immediate danger w as eliminated.
'
parent that having, the many
A t a ll times during the Saturday activities Mattis aphours consumed by students
in these past few weeks on
parently had one thoug ht; that .Centro.I stud e nts were r(;lp- .
behalf of a winning team will
re~ent?ttives of t~is college and a~ such should act in a reseem small in comparison to
sp'onsihle · manner. · Thanks to him ·a nd his leadership this
the many hours of enthusicollege and this community can be proud of most of its
JIM MATTIS .•. Responsible Leadership
asm, ingenuity, and perseverrepresentatives to Spokane .
ance which the student body
and staff devote to getting a
REGISTRATION CHANGE
Tl::tE VOICE
post-season game and to
P~ac·e Corps /nferesf
FOR WINTER QUARTER, 1964
By George Westergaard
keeping the winners winning?
CUB HOURS SET FOR
Go in the john between each
Al1 fulltime seniors, (2nd
We are now the season's winCentral students interested ·
THANKSGIVING
·class,
quarter seniors, 138 quarter
ners, and what will next seain the ·Peace Corps ha.v e an
AND CHRISTMAS
And talk a bout that pompous credits of college work at the
son be like? Surely we are
opportunity to gain inside• inass,
start of Fall' Quarter) and full. The CUB will close for
not so naive as to believe
formation this weekend from
Mesmerized by his own voice time graduates th;lt would norThanksgiving vacation at 3
only the same, or less, enJim Walls, Peace Corps repAs he talks. You've got no mally register the second day,
p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 27 and,
ergy will be devoted to a
r.esentative.
choice
January 7, 1964, will receive
will open. at 5 p.m. Sunday,
winning football team ! Are
' Walls arrived on the camBut to listen, oft,' to no avail. by mail, a special permit to
Dec. 1.
we not, as individuals, abandpus yesterday. He presented
Until, in can, the plaintiff wail, register on Monday, January
oning,
even if o n I y for a
a lecture as a "Speaker In
For Christmas vacation. the
Is heard, with each slim cig- 6, 1964. Times will be indiwhile,. our cherished ideals ;
fhe Union" andi presided at a
CUB will close at 3 p.m.
arette.
cated on this permit . Duplijust as the girl was abanddinner in Sue dining hall. ToSaturday, Dec. 14 and open
You 've not understood a thing cates WILL NOT BE MADE IF
oned by her fellow students?
day he will be presented at a
again at 5 p.m. on Sunday,
he's said,
THE PERMIT IS LOST. P erP erhaps this is the tragedy.
lunch in New commons for
Jan. 5.
And hence, approach each class mits with instructions will be
Who would be so foolish as
all interested students. Inte rwith dread
mailed during the first week
to blame the coaches for
views for prospe.ctive P eace
And forboding , until in the head, of December, 1963, Enos Unwanting a winning team, the
Corps members will be• held
examinations will be given
You can tell the boys just how derwood, registrar said.
team for winning, and the
all afternoon in the CUB tofrom 8:30 to 12 midnight, and
you've bled.
students, faculty, and townsday.
1 :30 to 3:30 p.m. in Sue, LomStudents that have military
For the voice-in-the-john doesn't
people for being pleased to
·on . Saturday, Peace Corps
bard dining hall.
credits or additional credits a lcarry far,
have won? Yet, who holds
To what you say ther e is no lowed towards graduation, but
M e mbe r the
blame for the sacrificing
not computed in' their accumubar ,
·
A ssoc i a t ed Co lle g i ate P r ess
of individual r esponsibility for
When said ; with each slim cig- lative GPA must contact the·
Tel e phone WA 5 - 1147- WA 5-5323
the sake of climbing on the
Registrar's Office for their perar~tte .
bandwagon, for cherishing the
·P ub li s h ed e_v ery F r i d a y,_ except t es.t w ee k a nd h o l ida y s, durin g th e
mits if this credit made a total
·;ye ar. a nd bi - w ee k l y dur i n g th e s umm er sess ion as t h e off ic i a l pub secret, and not so secret,
of
138
quarter
credits
or
above
l1 c at 1on of th e Stud e nt GovN nm e nt A ssoc i a ti o n of C e ntra l W ash ing.
pleasure
of being on the win·
to n Co ll ege, E ll e n s burg . S ubsc ription r a t es $3 p e r ye ar.
Printed by
Attentio n: All Seniors · at the beginning of F all. quarter.
the Record Pres-s., E ll en s burg .
E ntered as second c l ass mat t e r a t
ning side?
E
xperience
credits
.
September
th e . E lle n sburg pos t offi ce:
~epr ese nt e d for n a ti o n a l a dverti s ing by
Degree applications for stuRespectfully,
N at i o n a l Adv ert 1s 1n g Se rvic es, I n c ., 18 E. 50t h S t., N ey.- Yo rk C ity.
for Fall 1963, will be included
dents planning to receive a
ROBERT YEE
this
total
of
138
credits,
he
in
EDITOR: DENNIS HUBBARD; ASSOCIATE EDITOR: PAUL
B.A. or Masters deg ree at t he
Asst. Professor
said.
ALLEN; Sports: Mike Ingraham; News Edit01; : Joe Belanger;
end of winter quarter will be
of Sociokigy
·Feature Editor: Pat Deane ; Copy Editor : Leta Atwood; Assoc.
Thie
trial
program
is
only
acce pted at the Regisfrar's
Copy Editors: Don Va.nderpool, Pat H elm , Donna Johnst one, Darplanned for Winter Quarter, change for Spring that m ight
office beginning Nov. 25, un·r ell Cari-, and Howard Johnson; Asst. Sports Editor: D el Da niel1964. The r esults will be stud.c: seem worthwhile, Underwood
til Jan. 17, 1964.
son; Bus. Manager: Don Sharp ; Phot'ogra 11hers: Bob Swaboda,
I
Marty A. Lentz, a n rl Doug Anrlc r son; Advisor : John Herum.
led. ~wior· tQ. a .c!eoisicm- >in ,any said.
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Dear Editor,
Last Tuesday, I was present at the SGA Executive
Press Conference which was
not one of the best attended
events held on our campus.
One reason for the lack of
attendance was expressed by
a person who had attended
probably by accident. The
reason which he offered was,
" No one knew about it. " This
seems to me to be a confession, ·rather than ,a reason.
The conference was announced in the Crier, the Activities Calendar, and on posters placed aro_u nd canwus.
People are always griping
about events not being advertised well enough. What
they mean is, " I was not
accosted and told about it
directly by a person involved
'i n the event." Why don 't
people read the coming events
column in the Crier? Why
don't people READ the Crier?
Why don't people read the bulletin board in the CUB?
Practically all events Dn campus are advertised at least on

Mattis Offers Examp,le
As ·oytstanding ·Leader

campus.ener
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Crier Receives Praise
To the Editor:
As a student at Central, I
wish to compliment the Crier
on its improvement this quarter. However, please remember that a trite, insipid review is no better than a performance of the same quality.
May I encourage Mr. Emery to put more "oomph" into his column. He is not
working up to his capabilities.
Miss Harrison's column was
refreshing, so say the least.
She has iny greetings and my
admiration.
Sincerely
ALETA TICE

Water; Pleads Alford
To the Editor:
" And Coke refreshes the
best." This is the new adve rtising slogan for the CokeCola Company. However, the
men of Alford hall have been
forced to take this phrase as
a way of life~
These men consider Coke
as their main refresher-and
their only refresher .
For
many years now, Alford hall
has been without a drinking
fountain of any kind.
So what , you may say, You
can get your drinking water
from the sinks in the johns."
Although this statement is
true , you have to see the conditions of this waters surroundings before you can realize the need for a water
fountain.
It is said that yellow fever
and malaria are not found in
this part of the country. Too
bad for the heads of Alford
are perfect breeding areas for
these diseases.
When you walk into the
restrooms, you soon acquire
a certain unpleasant odor.
You should, for the toilets do
not flush completely. N·~xt
you lay your towels and soap
on the ledge above the sink,
you notice the chipped paint,
. the shabby walls, and mirrors and soon you feel as if
you 'are back in jail the night
you were picked up for disorderly conduct, otherwise,
being drunk . . However , then
you were in no condition to
realize your plush surroundings.
After brushing your teeth
you acquire the sensation for
a sip of water. You take a
sip , a mistake. It is warm,
tasteless (thank the Lord)
and yet you feel you have
seen this water before- like
in the Ganges behind the
dorms. Next morning you
awake in .a stupor.
Although the men of Alford
do not demand a cooler, they
a r e only· a prefab , they would
like to have a drink of water
without fear of bugs or spiders in or on their glasses .
The men of Alford would
rather have coke as a luxury not a necessity .
ROGER BOYD

SCHEDULE OF NON-CREDIT
WINTER QUARTER COURSES
English 100, 3.4 p.m., M·
T-W, 1 section.
English 100, 4-5 p.m., M·
T-W, 2 sections.
Spelling Improvement, 5-6
p.m., M·W, 1 section
Spelling Improvement, 6:45·
7:45 p.m., M-W, 1 section.
Speed Reading, 3-4 p.m., T·
W-Th, 1 section.
Speed Readin.g, 4.5 p.m., T·
W-Th, 1 section.

Math 145, 7.9 p.m., M·T·
Th, 1 section.
Math Improvement, 4.5
p.m., M-W, 1 section.

Spurs Sell Gifts
For Christmas

Lib~ary

PAGETHRE~

Quiet Needed

To the Editor:
There seems to have - ex- isted through all recorded
Spurs will be selling gifts at - time, the necessity for all
a Christmas bazaar in the Cub
humans to release themMaze on -Dec. 3, 4 and 5.
selves. Many forms of physThe gifts are suitable for
ical release have prevailed
giving to roommates, friends,
throughout history.
parents or to keep for yourSocial gatherings of sorts
self, Susan Berry, Chairman, - have existed for humans to
said.
gather and exchange. Talking, dancing, athletics, and
They were made by the Spurs
all sorts of activities that
during the summer and include
were thought to be liberators.
such things as aprons, knitted
Dates, cour:ting, kissing and
slippers, t a b 1 e cloths, typepetting have also existed the
writer covers and novelty bow
length of history. (Hope they
ties made of felt holly leaves.
shall continue).
Red and green crepe paper,
Central Washington State
holly and fur boughs will set
College cannot .be left in the
a Christmas atmosphere for the
rain, for all continues here.
sale . Each item will bear a
. Students are supposedly huholly leaf price tag. Prices
- man, sometimes more than
will range from 10 cents to $2.
necessity calls for. But must
" I 'm quite enthused about the . the gathering ground for all
bazaar, " Miss Berry said. " I
social disease begin within th_e
hope the Spurs make it an
library?
annual event. "
Central has a new r etention
policy. Why should young, -The money raised by the sale
wild, free thinking freshmen
will be used in the service work
study? Why shouldn 't they
done by the Spurs. Cascade
enjoy college life, engage in
School and a Christmas basket
many new experiences (eithfor a needy family are two of
er male or female), and perthe club 's service projects.
ceive what life and relations
· are ultimately like?
But dammit, must these
Column's Fault Found
trite, inconsiderate people en~
To the Editor:
joy themselves at the expense
Observing the popularity of
of others? Must these few
ad hominem attacks in the
people use the library as their
Crier, I humbly submit one
social foundations? The colagainst Evan Emery. Mr. . lege has provided for some
Emery makes no excuses for
s o c i a 1 gatherings, many
the fact that he is writing
dorms -and a relatively new
nothing but a po;mposity . of
CUB with a nice lounge . There·
blown-up opinion, so I prealso exist many other places
sume this means we are to
for social relations to occur.
excuse him-but I am reSo I ask, not for myself,·
luctant to do so (especially
but for the majority of the
since he expects and invites
people who study at the , Ii-.
_ brary , would a small numoer
poison-pen letters; see the
Crier, Oct. 11).
of immature girls and an
equally small (more ways
In the first place , I feel he
than one) number of immagives too much emphasis to
ture (acting, not physically)
exposing the lugubriosity of
boys please leave the iihis go-get-um technique at the
brary if they wish to carry
expense of the material.
on their relations? Please; For the sake of pure enthoughts upon this problem
tertainment, we can 't be terribly hard on Mr. Emery, for
and some responses!
DENNY MEHNER
without doubt, he entertains
in royal style. I have often
laughed out loud at his highflown column and his often
not so intelligmle remarks.
(I refer to his remarks conThe sophomore recognition
cerning his column in the Oct.
tea , sponsored by Kappa Del11 Crier.) He has more than
ta Pi, will be held Sunday,
his share of audacity to stand
Nov . 24 from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
him in good stead.
in the Grupe C o n f e r e n c e
Also , his first column was
quite well done (his best I
Center.
This tea has been an annual
think). It had a hastiness of
presentation, and all humility
event of Kappa Delta Pi, Cenw a s noticeably sacrificed.
t r a 1 ' s educational honorary,
Thank heavens he subjugates
w h i c h celebrated its twentyhis material to himself or he - fifth anniversary last year.
could ruin it !
Kappa Delta P i purposes to
In many ways his column
encourage h i g h s c h o 1 a r is atrocious, but I must adship among students on c~~
mit that I too get carried
pus sponsor intellectual activiaway with honest-to-goodness
ties'. _ and offer fellowship to
· expressing myself! honor. students having similar
The present writer wishes
intellectual interests , T r u d y
to acknowledge Mr. Emery's
Rodine , president , said.
columns of Nov. 8 and Oct.
11 as sources of the phraseology, diction, and structural
logic of this letter. Fur th~ r,
a rejoinder might be qmte
on Monaural and
enjoyable.
ANTHONY M. WILSON stereophonic records

Kappa Delta Pi
Sponsors Tea

Committee Sets
Various Tours
Fifteen foreign students will
pay a visit to Wanapum Dam
. and the Ginkgo Petrified Forest tomorrow under the auspices of the foreign student's
-sub-committee of NSA, George
_Stoebel, sub-committee chairman , said today.
''This is the first of a series
-of trips designed to give foreign
· students an insight into the
. history and economy of the
area, " he said.
A large local cattle ranch, ·
a dairy farm and a packing
plant are included in this year's
schedule.
" Students from countries located outside North America
are our primary intrest, but
students from Canada, Alaska
·and Hawaii are also invited, "
he said.
, The sight-seers will travel in
cars provided by the American
·Association for the United Nations and sack lunches will be
·provided by the commons.
·
_ The foreign student's subcommittee works through Dr.
E. E. Samuelson and Rev . Don
Cramer .-

of the best in hair care
See Dick's Sweecy
Clipper

-DEAN'SEXPERT RADIO-TV
PHONOGRAPH REPAIRS

•

Across _F rom the
Auditorium

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
DIAMOND NEEDLES
Srd a.nd Pearl

WA 15-7451

cwsc
Students
Come In
and Browse
Around

Rings <

WYLER WATCHES
"Be a Smiler,
Wear a WYLER"

Flintridge China
Kusok Crystal
STERLING SILVER
Wallace - Gorham
Towle International

Costume Jewelry
WA 5 -8107

l
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-THE REWARD OF SCHOLARS

GET YOUR RECORD CLUB
CARD FROM

4th and Pine

N B of C Scram b le Game No. 17

Save Up to 12%

For your fair share

BUTTON
JEWELERS

When school's out,. a banking relationship is a firse
order of business. When that time comes see your
nearby NBofC office. There's experienced counsel
-there for you to use-whatever your money needs.

G

NATIONAL BANK O~ COMMERCE_

·

~

John A. Reitsch, Mgr.
Ellensburg Office: 501 N. Pearl Street
(uo14anpUQ)
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CWS Supports Team
To the Editor:
To those ·that · might find it
right to challenge the decision of SGA and instigate
pressure on the SGA officials
concerning the assistance given to the students riding the
train to Spokane to help their
team on to victory and the
best season in the school's
history.
As a s t u d e n t assistant
coach, a student of Knute
Rockney and Jim Owens, · I
would like to impress on you
the sentiments of the team
and Coach Thompson. They
all felt that the caliber of
football that our men could
·play would have not been
brought to light if it weren't
for the psychological backing
of the college students who
traveled to Spokane. This
gives the team an opportunity to play a bowl game during which time the debt may
be resolved.
The psychological victory
came in three aspects. The
fact that the football team
knew before the departure
that the College was going to
try to back them. Second:
when the team ventured out
of the locker room, there were
500 cheering Central students
in the stands and only 50 students from Whitworth.
This itself initiated the impetus that the team needed.
Third: Upon going to the
locker for a talk from Coach
Thompson and arriving on the
field the second time, the
team was met by a tunnel
. formed by students and band
playing, "California here we
come." At this time the Whitworth population outnumbered us, but because of the students irliative, a psychological
victory was once again attained.
On behalf of the football
team, I would like to thank
the student body for their
spirit and cooperation, for the
fine conduct as students of
CWSC as was mentioned by
Spokane residents and the
Northern P acific officials, as
the finest group of such a
large number. This, with the
victory, certainly bro u g ht
honor to our campus and
city;
To the cheerleaders congratuiations for your fine effort and organization and in
helping the sales of the tickets
for the train trip. To the
Spurs, thanks for helping and
getting organized on such a
short notice.
To interested students and
James .Quann, for helping
through the night on the basic ideas and necessary elements to make the trip a
success.
To the officers Jim Mattis,
Jim Fielder, and Soren Sorenson, I have but praise for
their courage and leadership
qualities exemplified under
strenuous pressure and uncertainty and their earnest
desire to fulfill their elected
r esponsibilities in serving the
the interests of the students.
Sincerely,
SERGE GRANT

Bits
And
Pieces

·New GI Bill Slated
• • •

By PATTY DEANE

Oh great joy! New elephant
jokes have appeared in The
Galaxy, published by Yakima
Valley College: 1. " What did
Tarzan say when he saw the
elephants coming? " (He didn't
say anything, Tarzan is illiterate !) 2. "What happens when
you mix elephants and peanut
butter together?" (The elephant sticks to the roof of your
mouth !)
This next excerpt is being
used primarily to make everyone have s 1 i g h t or heavy
twinges of guilt : " Window washers, ceiling scrnbbers, waUscrapers and beam scalers took
possession of Greystones, former dining hall at Fort Wright
College in Spokane. According
to their publication, The Collegian, the students (all female)
took possession of the building
at 10 a.m. and didn't retreat
until every inch of the floor
shone and every stock of furniture emanated the scent of
ammonia."
(One wonders if Central students could be persuaded to devote their physcial as well as
vocal efforts to campus projects .... )
We read in a Canadian University Press release published
in the Ubyssey, a publication
of the University of British Columbia t:hat the problems of
book stores are universal:
" It's not worthwhile to buy
books in the University of Western Ontario Bookstore. They
can be purchased cheaper and
faster in downtown London.
A recent survey by , the student newspaper The Gazette has

Exec's Pictur·e s
Glass Enclosed
Something new has been added to the CUB: A. glass-enclosed, lighted bulletin board has
been placed at the foot of the
stairs leading to the SGA offices.
· The bulletin board will contain current photographs of the
· SGA officers and representa·tives and will tell what living
groups they represent, It was
designed by James Quann and
purchased by the Student Union.
According to Quann, director
of student activities, the bulletin board will serve two purposes. First, it will direct people to the SGA offices. Second, it will give some needed
recognition to the SGA mem- ,
bers by letting the students and
faculty know exactly who is
representing them.
The bulletin board is already
installed, and the display should
be completed sometime next
week, Quann added.

A Good Selection
Of Gifts
Aimed for
The College

SERVICE CLEANERS

Students Budget

Across From
Liberty Theatre

e

30-Minute
Coin Operated
Dry Cleaning
and Pressing _Serv!ce .

• · One Day Cleaning ..

e

One ,Day Shirt Service

WA ·5-2661
Diam~nd

To the Editdr:
The Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee has approved a bill which would extend educational benefits since
the Korean War.
The bill, which will cost
only 1.5 billion over a five
year period, will provide rethose whose civilian careers
were interrupted by the compulsory draft. The bill will
also provide home and farm
loan assistance for those qualified.
A similar measure was
adopted by the Senate in 1959,
but there was no action taken
in the House.
In order for the Bill to stay
alive in the House it is essential for all interested persons to write their district
representatives to show support in the measure.
I strongly urge all ex-GI's
to write their district representatives showing their support. If, through lack of citizens support, the bill dies
in the House, it may be an. other four years before the
bill finds its way back to the
Senate.
PAT BRADY
turned up some interesting facts
which all book-buyers should
heed. One local bookstore saleslady said: 'The UWO Bookstore
obtains a 10 to 40 per cent discount on all books from Toronto . brokers which it doesn't
pass on to students.'
Another added: 'A bookstore
could ·exist on a purely nonprofit basis by cutting down
considerably the 10 to 40 per
cent profit on books and still
not operate in the red. '
· The Gazette ran several samples _of book prices and in ail
cases given, the local bookstore
prices were lower than the university bookstore's."

See Us
For Yarn· and Instruction
Visit the

Knitting Nook

TOT TOGS
115 East 4th Ave.

Central Angels' Funds -Given By WEA
- Kathryn Schmalz, a junibr
Choose Members from
Sue Lombard hall, recent1

Service to the AFROTC is the
new by-word of eight girls on
campus. Th_e Kelly 's Angel
Flight selected new members
. for the group on Nov. 18.
Dee Bathurst, a sophomore
from Moore hall; Andrea Brinsmead, a sophomore also from
Moore ; Kemme Caldwell, a
sophomore from Kamola ; and
Linda Farrington, a junior from
off-campus were four of the
new members named.
Chanelle Keithahn, a sophomore from Kamala; Pat Koch,
a junior, off-campus; Evie McKellar, senior, from off-campus ; and Lynn Mortimer a senior, from Ka mola were listed
as the others selected.
The addition of the eight

ly received the third installment of a $500 scholarship
which she was awarded in her
freshman year, Dr. Ralph Gustafson said _today.
girls makes the corp complete
with 21 members.

Welcome
Wildcats
To

Dave's
Barber Shop
1 Block West of Central
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Headquarters for I}.odak Equipment
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Movie Camera
Fun-filled way to enjoy personal home movies!
New Brownie Fun Saver Movie Camera makes it easy and
inexpensive to take bright, sharp movies you' ll treasure! Camera is precision-made by Kodak to give years of dependable
service. Comes complete with a roll of Kodachrome If Movie
Film and. a fun-filled book of movie-making ideas.

All at our low price
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Service Club Selects
Chapter Sweetheart

CWS 'Kelly's Angels' ;
Tour Air Force Base ' :

Eta Xi chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega elected Donna Edwards
as their new sweetheart, replacing Toni Z:ima, last year's
sweetheart.
Dick Amek was chosen to
serve as president for this
year.
Gary Bartlet and Dave Hoffman were elected to serve as
th~ two vice presidents .Gary
Jacobsen was named as treasurer.
Erin Caldwell was elected secretary, and Dick Erickson was
named sergeant-at-arms. Gary
Morningstar was named historian.
Caldwell and Erickson are
members of the new pledge
class. Tim Meyers and Bob
Schaeffer, are other members
of the class.
For the first time, the chapter is selling Christmas cards.
Each member of the chapter
will be going from door to door.

Thirteen girls from Kelly's
Angel Flight, Captain J esse
Lockyer, Cadet Captain Keith
Findley, Mrs. Lockyer, and Mrs.
Earl E. Winters visited Larson
Air Force base on Nov. 11.
A tour, guided by one of the
men at the base, covered the
control tower, the rada r control
room, a KC-135 tanker and a
B-52 bomber.

SAVE $$$ WHEN
DRY -CLEANING
•
•
•
•

Study While Saving
Campus Location
$1. 75 for up to 81 lbs.
Open Evenings and Sun.

Laundromat
Across from Munson

Fresh Grade A Milk

Winegar's Drive. Jn Dairy
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME - Especially on weekends. Central's middle of the
state location probably makes it the most ideal "suitcase college" in the Northwest as attested
by these three girls from Kamola and many other weekday Sweecians who make the weekly exodus home. (Photo by Doug Anderson)

GRADE A MILK -

69c GALLON

Open 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Daily
419 West lSth-Woldale Road

~~~~~~~~__:___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cade.t s Inspect
·McChord AFB
Fifteen AFROTC cadets from
Central Washington State ColJege are a little more " Air
Force wise" after a visit to
McChord Air Force Base on
Friday, Nov. 8, according to
McChord's office of publication.
The cadets were· the guests
of the 325th F ighter Wing on
their tour of the big Air Defense Command Base. After
their arrival, they took a look
at base operations and the base
weather station.
Their next stop was at one
of the base's huge maintenance
hangers. The cadets observed
· the maintenance operations necessary to keep the aircraft in
top flying condition. They were
· able to inspect many -of the
Air Force's aircraft at close
:range while in the hanger.
One of the high points of the
: visit was a trip to the home
- of the 318th Fighter Interceptor
, Squadron, one of · the F-106
: squadrons based at McChord.
", They were shown the briefing
· rnom where the jet pilots get
· their final instructions for mis~ions , and questioned one of the
pilots about the life of a USAF
· flyer.
- After lunch, the cadets took
a tour of the · massive SAGE
building, the concrete arid steel
blockhouse which is the nerve

center of Puget Sound air defense. They were able to see
" Clyde ", one of the world's
largest digital computers which
forms the heart of the SAGE
complex.

FRI. and SAT.

and
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SUNDAY
That "Pillow Talk" and "Lover
Come Back" girl is at it again!

SALE

/

-ADD-A-GLASS-A-VITALITY .
TO BALANCE EVERY MEAL ,

Agate Jewelry
and Findings
Give Away Prices
COMING DEC. 1-7

.- The
-Agate. Shop
nea

E. 14th

3 Blocks North of
.Cify Motel

.:Rodeo

•

THE
GREAT
ESCAPE! ·
I.'

l£ you're missing milk af meals, you're probably missing out on
·your share of vitality, too. For fresh, whole milk is an excellent
source of the protein, calcium and riboflavin that you need everi\
day for get-up-and-go energy. Don't get caught off
'ality- '-.
I
balance on v1t
J ·I
_..,
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SGA ·Prexy
Speaks Out

Campus Calendar
Friday, Nov. 22
Board of Trustees
Movie, 7 p.m., " Natures
Half Acre, and "The Lady
Killers," CES
College play, " Antigone,"
8: 15 p.m., McConnell auditorium
Movie, . 10 p .m. "On The
Water Front," CES
Saturday, Nov. 23
Movie, 7 p.m., "The Day
The Earth Caught Fire, CES
College play, "Antigone,"
8: 15 p.m., McConnell auditorium
Movie , 10 p.m., "The Italian
Straw Hat," " One A.M.,"
"The Cure ," "Big Business, "
and "Barney Oldfield 's Race
For Life. "
·
Munson hall 's Sadie Hawkins Dance, 9-12 midnight, CUB
ballroom
Sunday, Nov. 24
Church groups
Movie, 7 p.m., " The Strange
Passion," McConnell auditorium
Tuesday, Nov. 26
SGA meeting , CUB 208, 7
p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 26
SAC meeting, CUB 208 , 6:30
p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 27
Classes dismissed at 1 p.m.
for Thanksgiving vacation

By JIM MATTIS
Reorganization has b e e n
THE major concern of your
SGA for nearly two quarters.
Spring quarter 1963 had hardly gotten under way when it
became apparent that the structure of our Student Government in all branches was sorely in need of alk~ration in order to enable us to adequately
discharge our duties .
Revision of the Honor Code
and of the structure of our .Judiciary branch was · the first
item of business. In this area
we have placed the House Councils in positions of first boards
and Honor Council an appeal
board.
After working in this area we
proceeded to make changes in
t he Executive and Legislative
branches.
Secretariat Set Up
After much discussion we set
up a Secretariat under the direction of the SGA Secretary.
This consists of a staff of four
par t-time secretaries each with
requisite duties-all are working at the present time and
their labors are making for advanced agendas, faster correspondence, better communications, and many other advantages.
Our next concern was the
adoption of a formalized committee structure which relieved the SGA Council of much of
Seniors with 138 credits or
its programming and informa- more will soon be eligible to
tion dispersment d u t i e s by register first , according to SGA
transfering direct responsibility President Jim Mattis at the
for some committees and ac- Speaker In the Union program
tivities to the Student Planning last Tuesday.
Council and the Social Activi"The plan, which has been
ties Council. These councils , in under consideration for several
•,turn, are responsible to the years , will go into effect winter
SGA Council.
quarter, " he said.
We couldn 't involve ourselves
The CUB program, based on
in this task of reorganization " executive press conference"
very long before questions were covered a variety of topics .
r a i s e d concerning the SGA
SGA Loses Money
Council itself . . . questions
" The SGA Jost $1 ,136.94 on
concerning its representative the train trip to the Whitworth
m ake-up, its duties, its :failings, game ," said Soren Sorenson,
its purposes, and its /Ver y be- treasurer. The student governing.
,
ment put out $2,700 and reAfter many hours of debates, ceived only $1,500 plus from
discussions, and explanations we student's fa res .
devised a plan which most of
"The loss will possibly be
us feel fills the bill of provid- made up by re-budgeting,," he
ing a representative legislature said .
founded on equal votes for equal
Controversy developed in the
population distributions and yet press conference over the exprovides for possible political cessive number of rock and roll
parties to rise and infuse a new
dances, termed "bubblegumdimension into the structure.
. mers ." Ninety per cent of the
Legislature Planned
students prefer " bubble gum "
The new legislature calls for dances while only about 10 per
a body small enough not to be cent do not; we try to plan
cumbersome by size (9 district activities according to the masand 6 at-large members) ,. while ses, " said Roger Gray, social
at the same time the new sys- vice president. "However, durtem allows for checks on the ing winter quarter we will try
legislature by presidential veto
and the right of review by the tive official and makes him an
living unit presidents through appointive officer.
SPC.
The reasons for this recomThe removal of the executives mendation are two-fold :
from the council, along with
1. Far too often we faul to
new definitions of what a legis- get a qualified man for the job
lative body is, should go fa r to- under the elective system.
wards the creation of an iden2. Our growth in the area of
tity within the legislature, apart finance may soon necessitate
from the SGA Executives. This the handling of our own books,
s h o u 1 d encourage individual etc., thus calling for a full-time
leadership and action f r o m person to handle the job. A
among the members of the leg- student couldn 't very well do
islature-a duty .which we must this .
count on and demand in the fuAs you are ·aware these conture if our Association is to func- stitutiorial proposals passed the
tion properly in light of its new SGA Council by a vote of 22
responsibilities which are due for, 2 against, and 1 abstention.
to its increasing size and ex- Their ultimate inclusion into our
panded view of the role it . structure will be determined by
should play as a partner in the a vote of the student body on
academic community.
Dec. 3, 1963.
Treasurer Appoii,ted
May I encourage you to seek
Another revision proposed in more information on these prothe up - coming Constitutional posals from your Council memelection involves the deletion of bers ·or your Executive officers .
~ SGA·Tr,easur.er as an _.elec.
and •then vote come Dec. ·3.

Seniors Get
First ·C.hoice
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CWS Bowl
Starts Soon
Central's College Bowl, which
is run like the General Electric
College Bowl, will resume late
in January, Miss Ella Anglin,
chairman said.
"Three games will be played
one night a week (possibly
Tuesday) in the CUB ballroom,"
she said.
Questions are being solicited
from Encyclopedia Americana,
General Electric and Central
faculty.
"Questions will be chosen at
random and we hope to get
an even number of questions
from each area," she said.
Four $50 scholarships will be
given the winning team members from the college bowl budget of $390.
Evan Emery and John Pipher
will be student moderators .
Faculty judges have not been
named .
" We hope to have competitions with Eastern and Western
this year," Miss Anglin said.
Twenty-five teams entered
last year and the competition
was won by Off Campus over
Whitney hall.
" College Bowl was organized
here last winter quarter primarily through the efforts of
Jim Mattis and Mick Barris,"
sh,e concluded.

SNEA Groups
Plan Convention
" M a j o r Influences Shaping
Education" is the g e n e r a 1
theme chosen for the fall regional conference of the Student
National Education Association,
Miss Valerie Latham publicity
chairman for Central 's chapter
of SNEA, said.
The conference will be held
Nov . 23 on the Central campus.
Registration will begin at 10
a . m . in CES.
Dr. Alexander Howard, head
of Central 's education department will give the welcome
address . Richard Reames a
m ember of the board of directors of WEA, will be the
main speaker. His topic will
be " Professionalism, Why?"
F ollowing the main address
a luncheon will be held in the
old commons and guests will be
given a tour of CES in the
afte rnoon, Miss Latham concluded.
to please both majority and minority in our activities, on a
trial basis, " he said.
New Pla n Helps You
On the reorganization problem , Mattis said that students
would not lose contact with the
student government but would
be able to review impor tant
matters more directly. " Students now complain of lack of
knowledge of the reorganization
plan ; what does this say for
the present system ?" said an
audience participant. Mattis
replied , " It means the present
system is not functioning effectively and shows a - neglect
on the part of individual dorm
representatives.''
At the last · SGA eiection, 67
per cent of the student government voted. This is one of
the highest percentages in the
state, he said.
LIBRARY HOURS
SET FOR HOLIDAY
The CWSC library will close
5 p.m. Wednesday, Nov.
27 and will not open. again
until ~unday, Dec. 1 at 6 p.m.
~t
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IT'S HARDLY A BICYCLE BUil T FOR TWO. More like a
motor scooter built for two, maybe three if the upper deck
and enough horsepower is available. (Photo by Arne Lauritzen)

Socially ,Central
BY GEORGE STOEBEL
The rooter train to Spokane last Saturday filled the definite
need for transportation of many avid fans who wanted to support
a very fine football team for their toughest game of the season.
Those who felt that the SGA should not have supported this train,
must look at the showing those 450 students who rode the train
made in Spokane ; and must
also stop and think about the mission is $1.50 per couple, 9precedents set by this trip .
12 p.m.

This must be a first for a
Ye·Hs Good
"little school out west. " Another
Recently several members of
point is that 450 is a large per- the yell staff were criticized
centage of the college, and the for a seemii:gly lack of enelected government should , in thusiasm. Anyone present at
fact has, a responsibility to try the last two games could not
to provide transportation if it is say anything but "Wow." The
fea sibly possible.
girls who lead the cheers and
Conduct Complimented
songs have to be the busiest
The conduct of the passengers people on the field with the
of the train brought many good exception of Coach Thompson.
compliments from the personnel of the train. Among others,
" Brakeman Bill," said that the
students were " the best bunch
of kids I ever met. " Some
were surprised when the train
not onlv came- back in good
The annual Christmas procondition, but was exceptionally gram presented by the Central
clean . . This says a Jot for the Music department will be Sunstudents , who qcted as adults day, Dec. 8, in McConnell audi(about 21 ) and not a bunch of torium at 8 p. m .
The program will feat ure two
hoodlums:
I feel that a vote of thanks short major works by contemmust go to Serg Grant , who porary composers and will be
fought for ' the train after it performed by the college choir,
130 voices , accompanied by
seemed like all hope was gone;
also Emory Van Lehman, Jim the c o 11 e g e orchestra, Dr.
Fielder and Howard Johnson, Wayne S. Hertz, chairman of
who helped him do most of the the music denartment said.
" Ceremony 'of Carols" will
initial planning . I must not
leave out the many students be the opening selection and
who answered the call for help it will feature as soloists the
in getting the advertising out following : Susan Erickson, Virin time to make the trip suc- Umberger, Pat Smith, Nicki
Smith, all sopranos , a nd Ted
cessful.
Wing
and Robert Rud he, tenPlanned Dance
ors, Dr. Hertz stated.
Munson hall has added a new
The selection was composed
idea of their annual Sadie Haw- by Benj amin Britten. fa mous
kins dance.
Each women's British composer, has been
dorm has nominated a candi- arranged for mixed ci1orus by
date for the title of Miss Sadie Julius Harrison. Karen Flam
Hawkins. These girls have en- Glenn will be accompanist.
tered several events this week
The second portion of the
to determine the winner of this program will combine the choir
honor , They had a rolling pin and orchestra in performing
throwing contest and a cow the "Budavari Te Deum" by
milking race. Each girl is giv- Zoltan Kodaly, Hungarian comen two hours to get as many poser. This work was written
boys signatures as possible (the in 1936 commemorating the
idea is that they are chasing 250th anniversary of the reconboys. )
quest of Budapest, Dr. Hertz
All week the dance commit- said.
tee is giving hints . as to the
Soloists for this selection are
identity of Little Abner. Sat- P o 11 y D a v i s o n , soprano,
urday the candidates will try Carolyn Johnson, alto, Fred
to guess who has been chosen Hammack, tenor, and Paul
to be Little Abner for the Piersall, bass.
dance. The winner is chosen
"The public , as well as our
on accumulative points from student and faculty are cord·
these events.
ially invited to hear these two
The dance will be Saturday most unusual sacred composi·
night in. the CUB ballroom. Ad" . tions, :' !)r. Hertz said'. .

Ch·o ir Sings
Yule Songs
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Writer Selects Dream Eleven

Mike Ingraham Reports

from

By DEL DANIELSON
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.
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LOCKER ROOM
They said it couldn't be done
Practically without exception, the pre-season polbters
picked the Central Washington Wildcats to finish far down
the ladder in the Evergreen Conference football race..
What happe~ed to this supposedly weak sister, is history. Not only are the Wildcats tenth rated small college
team in the country, but are also the Evergreen Conference
champions, having had the best single season record in the
college's 73-year history, 9-0, and the first undefeated season in 3 2 years, dating back to 19 3 1, when Coach Leo Nicholson guided the Wildcats to a 7-0 mark.

Not enough can be said for the· tremendous job turnin by Coach Mel Thompson and his assistants, Art Hutton ·
and Jim Nylander.
However, no coach can mcpect t(,, step into· a new position and enjoy the success that Coach Thompson experienced this year, without a great team effort. The Wil~
cats had to learn an entire new offense, besides getting
used to a new coaching staff.
Another hurdle that the team faced this season was
meeting the two top contenders in the league, Whitworth
ahd the University of Puget Sound twice.
Despite these tremendous barriers the squad faced , they
came through in the clutch and really "sucked 'em up" when'
the going got tough.
Now the waiting period has set in . As the readers
know by now, th e Wildcats are definitely in contention for
the Camelia Bowl playoff bid. The word should come by
next Monday or Tuesday.

Howe'Ver, regardless of the outcome, the Wildcats
have had a great season and the Central Washington students and faculty should be very proud of the 1963 Central Washington football squad, and tbe coaching staff
for the fine desire, spirit and sportsmanship they have·
displayed this season• .
¥

¥

¥

¥

The· lone1sour note of the· entire· football season from
this writer's view was the spectacle during the· halftime last
we€k when several Central' students invaded the field and
took part in the ensuing me•le. It is a. sorry note when college students cannot conduct themselves like, adults in a
public place,, particularly during a college event, when so
much attention is focused on the college.
Even though Whitworth provoked the incident with
their dummy of a Wildcat, it was' no cause for a few Central supporters to act as they did.
1

¥

¥
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One of my favorite pastimes
is making up football teams.
I just relax in my dream world
and imagine myself coaching a
team with fast, giant linemen,
halfbacks who run 100 yards in
9 seconds, and a quarterback
who can throw the length of
the field.
One of the most successful
teams in my fantasy land is
composed of people right here
on the Central campus.
At left end is Dr. Keith Rinehart. This rangy fellow is a
terrific blocker as well as our
leading pass receiver. In his
prep days he was consistently
battled by Dean Duncan for a
starting position but Rinehart
ha·s finally won out.
At left tackle is big Bill
Ishida. This bruiser has been
a regular with our team for
several seasons.
At left guard is another bruiser-John Allen. Our captain
and punter, Allen is an inspiration to his teammates ,
,
Center on our squad is Soren
Sorenson. A tiger on defense,
Sornie is consistently in fist
fights with opposing players.
Right guard is well filled by
Dr. Everet Irish. " Doc" uses
his vast knowledge of the game
to trip up opposing ball carriers Irish is sure to make
all-conference this season.
Right tackle duties are shared by two giants-Jim Mattis
and Mr. Otto Jakubek. Matis is
usually our regular lineman but
Jakubek has been showing well
in the " challenges" employed
in our workouts.
On the far right of our line
is speedy Dennis Hubbard. Hub
o u t r a c e s his defenders . as

though he were trying to· catch
a deadline. Dennis has missed
the past three games after running into the goal post in the
homecoming game.
At quarterback is the brain
of our squad. Jumping John
Ludtka directs the attack with
skill and daring. Before transferring to our team , Ludtka set
a Rocky Mountain League record by throwing eleven interceptions in one quarter.
Fullback spot is held down by
dangerous Darrell Carr. Our
leading scorer, Darrell uses deceptive speed and brute force
to gain his yardage.
At halfbacks are our biggest
players, Ron Lundberg and
John Silva. A shifty runner,
Ron has avoided many a tackler
with terrific balance and good
speed.
Silva simply overpowers the
opposing team. Whenever he
meets the opposition, he just
lowers his head and bulls right
through.
, Coaching this tremendous aggregation is Donald Duncan.
After losing a playing spot to
Dr. Rinehart, Duncan turned
to the coaching profession and

Ostrander's Drug
. Your Beauty ••• .
Health and Prescription .
Center

SPORTS CALENDAR

Nov. 23-WRESTLING, Cen·
tral at British Columbia Wrestling Championships, Vancouver,
B.C.
Nov. 29-30 - BASKETBALL,
Central at Totem Tourney at
Vancouver, B.C.
. Dec. 4-Basketball, Western
Montana at Central, 8 p.m.
Dec. &-WRESTLING, Wash·
ington State at Central
Dec. 7-Wrestli111g, Central at
University of Washington Invitational Tournament
Dec. 13-WRESTLING, Whitman at Central
Dec. 1&-BASKETBALL, Central at Whitman , Walla Walla
Dec. 27-28 - BASKETBALL,
Central at St. Martins, Lacey
Dec . 31-BASKETBALL, Central at Southern Oregon College, Ashland, Ore.
has gained fame and fortune
there. He comes to us after
several successful seasons in
the CWSC intramural leagues.
Emory Van Lehman II is our
" it's the water" boy.

For Royal
Treatm·ent
and Pizzas
Fit for a
King

Call 5-1111

PHONE WA 5-5344

Pl·ZZA MIA

4th ~nd Pine

Just . West of Central

¥

This column would like to congratulate the students
who were able to make the Whitworth game in Spokane
last Saturday. The pr'esence of so many Central fans definitely buoyed the Wildcats tremendously.

¥
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With basketball season starting next week end, it should
be notedi that Central basketball Coach Leo Nicholson is
currently ranked as the 11th winninge8t active coach in the
United States, having a college record of 496 wins against
2 5 6 losses over a 34 year span.

,
Our luck at predieting the outcome of the Saturday
games has been real good this season, guessing correctly
·on 14 of 1 7 attempts. Le.t's try again this week for the
final time and see if we can continue this phenomenon.
WASHINGTON -vs. WASHINGTON STATE • . •
The Huskies, after last Saturday's l'.o ss at UCLA should
bounce back and really lower the "boom on the hapless
Cougars. Even though this is a traditional battle, the
Huskies should dump the Palouse Hills squad by at least
three touchdowns. WASHINGTON 26, WASHINGTON
STATE 7.
OREGON vs. OREGON ST A TE . .. The Ducks, with
Mel R en fro and company back in action have too much
power for the Corvalis squad. O ,r egon should defeat the
Bea v e rs by a t least two touchdowns. OREGON 26, OREGON STATE 13.
UCLA vs. SOUTHERN CAL . . . This is our upset
special of the wee k . The Bruins, fr esh from a wi n over
Washin gton will d ump th e Trojans of S .C. by three points.
UCLA 10, USC 7.

STANFORD vs. CALIFORNIA • . . Things have
b€en tough down on the· farm this season a nd tomorrow's
game with the Golden Bears should ber no exception. With
Cal quarterback Craig Mm·ton throwing, the Bears should
whip Stanford by three touchdowns; CALIFORNIA 26,
STANFORD 8.
- ,, ' , J.

it's
invisible,
man!
It's i1icredible, incomparable,, infallible! Code 10 for men, tlie new
kind of hairdressing from Colgate-Palmolive. The new invisible way
to groom a man's hair all day. Non-greasy Code 10 disappears in your
hair, gives it the clean, manly look that inflames women, infuriates
inferior men. Be in.
Get the non-greasy
hairdressing, Code 10.
It's invisible, man!
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Central',s -1963 Football Award Winners
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WAYNE SWANSON, LEFT, AND JOEL BARNELL have
been named Wildcat lineman and back of the Year respectively
fo r the 1963 season by their teammates. Swanson, a 220pound sophomore from Tacoma's Stadium High School, has
been an outstanding two-way performer for t he Cats all season. Barnell, 195-pound senior from Cle Elum, transferred to
,Central from the University of Washington last winter. He has
been the regular fullback and a standout as a defensive lineba cker all season. He topped the Wildcat backs in rushing
this year with 346 yards in 84 attempts. Barnell was a lso
s e lected as one of the three captains of the 1963 -squad.
· These five awards are t he result of a team vote, and were
given to the winners last night at the football banquet in the
New Commons.

Wenatchee Center Holds
Wildcat First String Spot
Over Wenatchee way the folks are mighty proud of two things
...._apples and good football players.
'Fhe "apple capital of the world" signs proudly display on all
roads leading to Wenatchee. Perhaps there should be a sign publicizing the many, many stars of the gridiron from the apply city,
for football players are as plen- - -- -- --'·- -- -- tiful as the blossomed trees in lege center, even small for a
the northern valley.
high school center, is a 170Gene Baker, guard of the pound dynamo of energy and
Whitworth Pirates, hails from enthusiasm.
Knocking heads with some of
the Wenatchee area. Al Libke
and J im Norton are presently the biggest and finest interior
parading for the off-and-on Hus- defensive linemen in the counkies of the UW. But one of the try,. the "peanut, " as his teambest wears the red and white of mates call him, more than holds
the undefeated Wildcats here at his own.
Central. He goes by the name
Named " Wildcat of the week"
of Mark Lawrence, but beware, for his outstanding play in the
he just might be E. J . Helub or Cat's first encounter with WhitRoy McKasson come back to get worth, Lawrence is one of the
in a few more licks at the col- most consistent two-way perlege type game. .
formers on the Central roster.
Lawrence, srriall for a colGilman Cen.t er
Early in the season. Coach
Thompson moved Rod Gilman
over to the center spot hoping
to use the additional fifty
pounds to good advantage. 'fhis
infuriated the "peanut," and he
wa§_ not long in regaining his·lost position by.... blasting everyThe Whitney Lovers led the .one in the next week's chalway in last Thursday's annual lenges-a weekly .ordeal for Wildcat linemen. Since that time
MIA turkey trot.
Gilman has earned " Wildcat
The annual run saw six teams honors" at his usual tackle postart and finish the grueling five sition and Lawrence has proved
mile course. In a turkey trot, to coach Thompson that "fifty
each member of the 20 man pounds or no fifty pounds, I 'm
teams runs a lap (one quarter the center on this team."
of a mile) and hands the baton
At his defensive and position,
to the next teammate.
Lawrence has turned in many
The Whitney team gained the an opposing team attested to
lead early in the race and went by the fact that Central has
on to finish ahead of Montgom- allowed only six meager touchery, Elwood, Munro, North, and downs all season.
Carmody, which finished in that
Off the field Lawrence is the
order.
team clown, wearing funny hats
The winners were treated to a and consistently playing tricks
turkey dinner on Monday night on teammates.
of this week as a prize for
their efforts.
Running for th~ victorious
Ezerase Typing
band of Whitneyites were Earl
Hill, Larry Campbell, Bob BernPape r I 0% Off
hoft, Burrit Cook, Rick Boys,
Dan Brady, Gary Vogel, Chuck
All Weights
Ronald, Mike Kudlacek, and
Bob King.
Gene Knoll, Terry Anderson,
Bill Brown, Wayne Lally, Gary
Mar sh, Bob Smith, Ron Sears,
Rich Swanby, Ron Gowan, Tom
1 Block West of Campus
Moore and Larry Wold also ran
\:>r the team.

Lovers Nab
Turkey Trot

Jerrol's
Handy Stop

DON HAZEN, A GRADUATE OF Merce r Island High
School was given the Outstanding Freshman Award by
the Central Washington football squad this season. The
190-p,ounder, small in comparison to some of t he Wildcat
interior lineman, more than
made up for it with hard work
and desire. He started several games for the undefeated Conference champions and
was on the gold, or second

PHIL FITTERER, LEFT, AND ART ELLIS have been selected by their teammates as the other two captains for t he
1963 season. Fitterer, a senior quarterback, is a graduate of
Ellensburg High School. He was the squad's total offense lead·
ef', with a total yardage mark of 529 yards, a nd the leading
passer, with 26 completions for 490 yards and five touchdowns,
even though missing two games d"uring the middle of the sea·
son because of a leg injury. He- is a four year letterman.
Ellis, like Fitterer, a four year. letterman is a graduate of
Seattle's Roosevelt High School. He has been t he lea ding
pass receiver from his left end position for the last two years.
This season, he caught 14 passes for 203 yards and one touch·
down. Ellis was also given the Inspirational Award by his
Wildcat teammates this year.

were led by sophomore guard
Wayne Swanson, who made
nine unassisted tackles a n d
(Continued from Page 1)
helped out on · three others.
point, with 14:52 left to play in Tackles Dick Shannon and Rod
the game.
Gilman, along with linebacker
The only Whitworth touchTod Smith each contributed
down came with 6:17 remainfive tackles .
ing, when halfback M o n t e
Shannon, a 230Parratt raced 15 yards up the
pound junior was
middle on a trap play.
selected as WildThe play was set up on a
cat of the 'Week
35 yard run by pirate fullback
for his performCharlie Reed, which carried the
ance against the
ball to the Cat 17. After ParUniversity of Puratt had gained two yards at
get Sound two
right end, he broke through the _
weeks ago. The
Central line to score.
graduate of West
Ishida was the leading ground
Seattle H i g h
gainer for the Wildcats, picking School was a staildout on deup 34 yards in 10 attempts. fense during that encounter,
He was followed by Paine, who dropping the Logger quartergained 28 yards in six carries. back for several losses and
knocking down two passes in
F itterer was the squad's
crucial situations.
He was
leading passer, with four comnamed All-Evergreen Conferpletions in 12 attempts for

Season Record

92 yards and two touchdowns.
Curtright led the receivers
with three catches for 48
yards.

Because of his
tremendous performance against
the Pirates last
Saturday aftern o o n, Fitterer
was selected by
his teammates as
, Wildcat -0f the
..
Week.
Defensfvely, the W i l d c a t s

beau~i~ul

$1895

condrhon. ______

'56 FORD Wagon,
mechanics
special. -----------·
'63 Meteor 4-dr. less than
13,000, executive car,
auto., power steering and

$195

.$ 2695

bra~es,

radio. -------·-'62 Ford Galaxie, 4.:tlr., rad io,
Fordomatic,
priced to sell.

710 N. Walnut
Across From Science Bldg.
FOUR BARBERS
Open 9-6 - WO 2-2887
COME IN ANY TIME!

'57 F.ord 2-dr.,. rad10, overdrive.

$495

'61 Ford Galaxie 500 4-dr.,
power steering,

crui~o·

mahc. --·--·------

$1895

'60 Ford Fairlane 500, 2-dr.
6 cyl., standard trans.
tops in
economy. -·-·-...

$1195

'62 International Scout, 4wheel drive with Cab
and Warn .
hubs. _____..____..__ _

$1795
$1795
'54 Pontiac Hdtp. $2 g 5

'55 Ford 9 passenger Station
Wagon,
automatic. :._.___ _

y-s,

$395

Ex-Giant Leon Wagner led the
Los Angeles Angels in home
runs last season with 26.

ESQUIRE
Barber Shop

Qua,lity USED Cars
'61 DODGE H-T Cpe. V-8,
automatic, power steering, red Vinyl interior

defensive tackle last years, as
a sophomore.

Cpe., auto. ---·--

$395

'55 Dodge 4-~r., V-8
automatic. -·----..-·

KELLEHER MOT'OR CO.
6th and Pearl

You, like many of us, may be
reaching out in an effort to identify yourself properly, - to learn
who you are and where you are
going. We believe we have found
the answers to these questions in
the Christian Science t extbook,
Science and Health with Key to
the Script ures by Mary Baker
Eddy. You can find them, too.
We invite you to come to our
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our problems
through applying the truths of
Christian Science.

CH RIST IAN SCIEN CE
ORGA NIZATION
Ceuttral Washington
State College
Ellensburg
Mee t ing t ime: 6 :30 p .m. Thursdays
Meeli119 place : 711 N. Pine Sheet
S cience and H ealth is available at all
Christlan Science Reading Rooms and at many
college bookstores. Paperback Edition $1.95.

